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ailbhe�ní�bhriain�
list�of�film�and�video�works �(2004�–�2022)�

2022�

an�experiment�with�time�

three�channel�film�installation, colour,�sound, 19:14 min,�2022

credits:
vfx / 3d modelling: enter yes
cameras: feargal ward
additional compositing: stephen o'connell
colour grade: donal o’kane / screen scene
sound: francesco fabris (including ‘three voices’ (extracts) by morton feldman by permission of 
universal edition (london) ltd; from the recording by juliet fraser released by hat hut, 2017, 
distributed by outhere music)
voice over: mikel murfi

with thanks to kris kelly, vicki rock, mary hickson, pádraig murphy, juliet fraser & sarah hayden� 
�
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an�experiment�with�time�derives�its�title�from�a�text�by�the�popular�scientist�j.w.�dunne,�
published�in�1927.�this�book�proposed�a�belief�system�based�on�precognitive dreams�–�a�
theory�of�parallel�timelines�whereby�dream�narratives�predict�future�events. the�film�echoes 
this�quality�of�dreamlike�theatricality,�and�uses�cgi�to�transform�sites�of�technological,�
medical�and�religious�significance�into�an�apocalyptic�strangeness.�a�historic�medical�site�is 
portrayed�submerged�in�water;�a�chameleon�is�the�sole�inhabitant�of�a�site�of�computing�
history;�a�brain�coral�forms�the�centrepiece�of�an�iconic�cathedral.�diverse�histories�and�
systems�of� belief�are�depicted�in�a�shared�state�of�environmental�aftermath�as�the�film� 
weaves�a�dreamlike�narrative�around�the�constructs�through�which�we�have sought�to�
understand�and�control�our�world.�interspersed�with�these�unpeopled�scenes�are�spectral�
images�relating�to�early�natural�specimen�collections�and�ai�generated�portraiture;�here�
the�preserved�life�forms�of�the�past�become�apparition for�the�disembodied�presences�of�
the�future.
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inscriptions of an immense theatre 

single channel film
colour, sound, 33:09 min, 2018 

credits: 
3d modelling: enter yes
vfx: enter yes / looks loud
cameras: feargal ward 
assistant cameras: jonathan sammon, barry ward
colour grade: donal o'kane / screen scene
voice recording: bob jackson
voice edit: pádraig murphy / garry o'briain
sound mix: ken galvin / screen scene 
sound: susan stenger
voiceover: eileen walsh

inscriptions of an immense theatre is set in three distinct locations, each of which has been 
transformed into a site of dreamlike strangeness. the film begins from within the interior of british 
museum, slowly revealing the museum’s earliest collection; it moves next to the site of a temporary 
accommodation centre reminiscent of those used to house asylum seekers in ireland, the camera 
gliding past exterior views of its anonymous units; it ends within an empty limestone quarry, tracking 
the quarry’s rock surfaces and factory interiors. linking the three seemingly unlikely sites is an 
exploration of inscription, loss and imperial legacy.  
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the title of the work derives from the earliest known museological writing in the western world – 
samuel quiccheberg’s 'inscriptions or titles of the immense theatre' (1565), which details the 
practice of museums and the organisation of the world’s objects into classes and subclasses. this 
was essentially an instruction manual for the creation of private collections, with an explicit 
western imperialist agenda. 

the museum, here, is scrutinised as a capsule of this early colonial thinking, which disrupted the 
continuity of the cultures it claims to preserve. acting as a metaphor for this troubled narrative 
are the rock surfaces of the limestone quarry, which reveal the deep time of geological history but, 
again, through the very destruction of that history; the sprayed industry codes and gouges left by 
machinery speak of the violent extraction behind this geological revelation. finally, the 
accommodation centre speaks to a mundane and vivid reality of displacement – a scenario of human 
dislocation that in the contemporary moment symbolises the ongoing dark aftermath of 
quiccheberg’s imperial theatre. 

the work is built around long tracking shots, filmed on drone and movi devices and combined with 
extensive cgi. this combination of real and constructed imagery aims to draw the viewer into a 
disorientating space,  drawing attention to the displacement inherent to representation itself – the 
slippage between real and illusory, presence and absence. this is done as a means of questioning the 
constructs and absences that historically underpin cultural representation. a voiceover, performed 
by eileen walsh, references quiccheberg’s original museological text though collaged fragments; 
with the context and ultimate application of the text rendered uncertain, wider implications of 
cultural control and imperial aspiration are suggested. 

inscriptions of an immense theatre 

awards & special mentions: 

winner, global shorts 2019 film competition, la, special mention category  
winner, florence film awards 2019, best experimental film 
winner, top shorts film festival 2019, experimental film category, honourable mention 
winner, l'age d'or international arthouse film festival, best experimental film. 
finalist, new york cinematography awards 2019, experimental film category 
award of excellence: experimental category, the best shorts competition. 
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2018 

inscriptions (one here now)  

single channel film
14:54 min, colour, sound, 2018

credits: 
vfx: looks loud / enter yes
cameras: feargal ward 
assistant camera: jonathan sammon
colour grade: donal o'kane / screen scene
sound mix: ken galvin / screen scene 
sound: susan stenger

a film installation by ailbhe ní bhriain, with sound by susan stenger, commissioned by miranda 
driscoll, director of sirius arts centre for one here now, the brian o’doherty / patrick ireland 
project. supported by the arts council open call award 2018. 

this film transforms the location of a working limestone quarry into a meditative response to brian 
o’doherty’s wall painting one here now, created for  sirius arts centre in 1996 and restored in 2018. 
combining slow motion drone footage with extensive computer generated imagery, ailbhe ni 
bhriain’s work obliquely references o’doherty’s compositional elements and draws on the 
multilayered contemplation of place, time and inscription of one here now. the film is built around 
a series of extended shots, tracking the walls of exposed rock within the quarry interior. 
deliberately framed to disorientate, these shots  trace the deep-time of geological sequences as they 
overlap with sprayed industrial codes and the scars left by machinery on the rock surfaces. 
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these are punctuated by interior scenes, filmed within the quarry’s abandoned factory and 
transformed into a dreamlike theatricality. integral to the work  is susan stenger’s   
layered soundtrack, which was developed from a study of the patterns of morse code and the 
traditional tunes and phrases of irish keening. the resulting melodic laments 
are immersed in a grounding of deep drones and atmospheres to create what she describes as a 
form of ‘sonic geology’. installed within the darkened gallery space, the film aims to draw the 
viewer into an experience of displacement and a sense of place encoded by loss. 

susan stenger is a us-born, now london and west cork-based, musician and composer whose 
practice transcends boundaries. after classical flute training in prague, she specialised in 
performing the music of john cage and was a founding member of wall-of-guitars group band of 
susans and all-bass art band big bottom. her installation sound strata of coastal 
northumberland premiered at newcastle’s laing art gallery in 2014, toured the northumberland 
coast in 2015 and was documented in a 96-page publication with cd. she composed the soundtrack 
for pat collins’ 2011 film tim robinson: 
connemara and has exhibited at mac lyon (musée d'art contemporain de lyon) sketch gallery, av 
festival, toronto nuit blanche, stockholm music and art and (as part of artist jesse jones’ tremble 
tremble) the irish pavilion of the 2017 venice biennale, project arts centre dublin and talbot rice 
gallery edinburgh. 

(image: sirius arts centre, cobh, co. cork, ireland, 2018/19, photography by jed niezgoda)
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2015 

reports to an academy 

four screen installation, video & cgi composite, colour, sound, 2015 
cameras: feargal ward 
compositing/sfx: stephen o’connell / looks loud 
colour grade: donal o’kane / screen scene 
sound: pádraig murphy 

this series takes its title from the franz kafka short story ‘a report to an academy’. in the story 
an ape recounts his deliberate acquisition of a human identity as a means of survival in the 
aftermath of captivity. the work takes this idea of identity as performance and explores it 
through multiple locations: an archetypal west of Ireland landscape, a natural history museum, 
an artist’s studio and a library. it questions the assumptions around authenticity and 
representation suggested by these locations, with each setting ultimately revealed as being 
equally mediated. using film and computer-generated imagery, landscape, museum, library and 
studio are reimagined as stage sets in which identities might be constructed and false realities 
forged.  

reports to an academy is staged as a four-screen installation. the four films are looped and of 
varying length, creating a changing set of image combinations. a single soundtrack links all 
four screens. 

reports to an academy 1 
10:35 min 

reports to an academy 2 
11:30 min

reports to an academy 3 
10:00 min 

reports to an academy 4 
09:35 min 

domobaal
Typewritten Text

domobaal
Typewritten Text
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2015 

passages 

visuals: video & cgi composite, 11:00 min colour, looped 2015 
music: 20:00 min loop, 2015 

cameras: feargal ward 
compositing/sfx: stephen o’connell / looks loud 
colour grade: donal o’kane / screen scene 
sound: linda & irene buckley 

‘passages’ is a collaborative work made by ailbhe ní bhriain together with composers linda & 
irene buckley, commissioned by sounds from a safe harbour, a festival of art, music and 
conversation curated by bryce dessner in cork,  and organsied by mary hickson in 2015.  

the work was first installed in one of cork’s disused bonded warehouses on custom house quay, 
which once served as a nexus for goods being shipped into and out of the city. the film responds 
to the idea of this now empty space as a container for these journeys; using filmed and computer 
generated imagery, it creates a series of dreamlike passages – imaginary spaces in which internal 
and external elements overlap unexpectedly to take us on our own interior journey. the music 
creates an immersive soundscape, combining natural and instrumental sounds to evoke the 
constant ebb and flow of the sea. 

soundsfromasafeharbour.com 
lindabuckley.org 
irenebuckley.com 
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2013/4 

window & departure 

each: single screen installation, video & cgi composite, colour, sound, 2013/14 
compositing/sfx:  stephen o’connell / looks loud  
sound:  pádraig murphy 

‘window’ and ‘departure’ are characterised by a series of slow, continuous tracking shots 
through which pictorial and geographical instability gradually unfold. the tension between 
stillness and movement and between real and constructed space is key to these works. camera 
motion is achieved using stop motion animation and virtual cameras within reconstructed still 
images, later combined with cgi, 3d scanning and chromakeyed imagery.‘window’ and ‘departure’ 
conjure uncertain places, caught between interior and exterior settings. set within abandoned 
architectural interiors, an unlikely ‘other’ place is suggested by projections, rudimentary props 
and glimpsed exteriors. it is left unstated whether these elements are imaginary ideals in the 
process of being constructed or the remnants of a place or vision come undone. the work is 
loosely based, in terms of its thematics and the landscapes referenced, on the story of antonin 
artaud’s ill-fated 1937 trip to ireland – a journey that began as visionary pilgrimage and retreat 
and ended as an episode of degradation and deportation. of interest is the idea of what remains 
when the ideal collides with the real in this way, and the resonance of this to the contemporary 
representation of landscape. each piece has an individual soundtrack, intended to over-lap within 
a single space or adjoining spaces. 

departure  
11:48 min - video & cgi composite/colour/sound/looped 

window  
08:50 min - video & cgi composite/colour/sound/looped 
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2013 

mirrors of earth 
75:00 min, in seven parts, video & cgi composite, colour, sound. 
music by kaija saariaho (‘maa’, 1991).  

commissioned by dublin sound lab. 7 video works produced in response to kaija saariaho's 75 
minute composition maa (1991). this work was screened alongside a series of live concert 
performances of the music in 2013. adaptations of the works window & departure also feature in 
this series, as movements 2 & 5 of the piece. 

supported by an arts council of ireland music project award. 

journey  07:33 mins 
gates              11:03 mins 
...de la terre   14:11 mins 
forest           08:31 mins 
window         10:03 mins 
fall  05:27 mins 
phoenix          17:07 mins 

image above: rehearsal view, project arts centre, dublin, november 2013  

conductor: david adams 
violin: bogdan sofei 
viola: andreea banciu 
cello: adrian mantu 
flute: julie maisel 
harp: cliona doris 
harpsichord: michael quinn 
percussion: maeve o'hara 
computer: fergal dowling 
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2011 

great good places 

four screen installation video & cgi composite, colour, sound, 2011 
compositing/sfx:  stephen o’connell / looks loud  
sound:  pádraig murphy 

this series borrows its title from the henry james short story ‘the great good place’.  it draws on 
the slippage between dream and reality captured in the story and its strange atmosphere – at once 
mundane and hallucinatory. james’s great good place is an impossible but obscurely familiar refuge 
to which the overworked and the overwhelmed find themselves magically transported. this work 
reimagines a series of generic settings as such sites of suspension and displacement. it uses simple 
collage devices, alongside cgi and chromakeyed elements, to combine locations and play with the 
uncertainty of image-space. in a sense it proposes the image itself as a great good place - a displaced 
elsewhere and an imaginative escape. the work has been staged in different contexts, most 
frequently as a four-screen installation. each features its own soundtrack, mixing instrumental 
and natural sounds. the four films are each of varying length, creating a changing soundscape 
and set of image combinations. 

great good places i 
06:54 min 

great good places ii 
07:50 min 

great good places iii 
10:24 min  

great good places iv 
09:28 min
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2010 

the emigrant 
video (sd) & cgi composite/looped 

the emigrant i  
09:35 min – colour/sound: pádraig murphy 

the emigrant 2  
08:30 min – colour/silent 

the emigrant 3  
09:25 min – black & white/sound: pádraig murphy 
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2010 

the suspension room   
video (sd) composite/colour/looped 

the suspension room 1 
00:30 min 

the suspension room 2 
04:35 min 

the suspension room 3 
04:00 min 

the suspension room 4 
04:37 min 

the suspension room 5 
04:43 min 

the suspension room 6 
04:56 min 
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2007 

residuum 
05:01 min - sd/colour/silent/looped 

in memoriam 
08:14 min - sd/colour/silent/looped 
(4:3 box monitor)    
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2005 

forms of forgetting 
02:19 min - sd/colour/sound/looped 
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2004 

vanishing point 
06:00 min - sd/colour/silent/looped 

immergence 
11:49 min - sd/colour/silent/looped 
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